Fact Sheet
Intel-based Tablets Available Worldwide
June 2, 2014 – The latest and greatest Intel-based tablets give people the choice of their favorite
operating system, running either the Android* operating system or Microsoft Windows*.
Regardless of the operating system, people will experience outstanding productivity and
performance, their favorite apps, lightning-fast Web browsing, and amazing entertainment
anywhere. Intel-based tablets deliver the battery life needed to listen, watch, play and be
productive.
Intel-based tablets are available in a range of screen sizes and price points. The following
tablets were announced around the Computex timeframe from leading manufacturers around the
world.
Intel® AtomTM Z3700 Processor Series (“Bay Trail”)
Acer Iconia Tab 8 A1-840FHD Tablet*
 Elegant and sophisticated slim design and stunning FHD display allows every function to fit
in your hand
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z3745 processor
ASUS MeMO Pad 7 (ME176C) and MeMO Pad 8 (ME181C)*
 Affordable 7- and 8-inch Android tablets with outstanding performance for fast web
browsing, immersive gaming, and smooth video playback with bonus features including
ASUS SonicMaster Technology and integrated Zen UI
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z3745 processor
ASUS Transformer Pad (TF103C) & Transformer Pad LTE (TF303CL)*
 Elegantly designed tablet with mobile dock, perfect for work and play, including fast and
fluid web browsing, immersive gaming, productivity with ASUS web storage office and
smooth video playback. TF303CL also features a full HD IPS display and LTE WWAN
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z3700 processor series
Lenovo Thinkpad 10*
 Business-ready 10.1-inch tablet boasts a full PC experience, including the optional ThinkPad
Tablet Dock, Ultrabook Keyboard and digitizer pen




OS: Windows* 8.1
Intel® Atom™ Z3795 processor

Toshiba Encore 2*
 8-inch or 10-inch Windows tablets offer thin and light mobility, long battery life and optional
Bluetooth keyboard for more productivity
 OS: Windows* 8.1 Update with Office 365*
 Intel® Atom™ Z3735 processor
Toshiba Excite Go*
 7-inch thin and light Android tablet fits in one-hand for on-the-go usage
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z3735 processor
Intel® AtomTM Z3500 Processor Series (“Moorefield”)
ASUS Fonepad 7 (FE375CG) and Fonepad 8 (FE380CG)*
 Provides phone functionality with 7 and 8-inch screen sizes for consumers who want one
uncompromising device backed with powerful multitasking capabilities, energy efficiency,
and features such as video streaming and seamless Web browsing
 OS: Android* 4.3
 Intel® Atom™ Z3560 processor
Intel® AtomTM Z3400 Processor Series (“Merrifield”)
Dell Venue 7 Tablet*
 Up to 10 hours of battery life, Grammy–award winning MAXX Audio Pro and the Dell
Bluetooth Speaker, and 7-inch 1200x800 HD resolution display that allows for better outdoor
viewing
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z3460 processor
Dell Venue 8 Tablet*
 Best in class performance, optional LTE capabilities, front and rear facing cameras to help
you take great pictures and video, and an expanded wireless ecosystem with The Dell Venue
Charging Cradle to wirelessly charge your tablet
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z3480 processor
Intel® AtomTM Z2500 Processor Series (“Clovertrail+”)
Acer Iconia A1-830*
 Stylish, premium design features aluminum metal back cover with vibrant IPS display for a
superior entertainment experience such as Web browsing, casual gaming, content sharing and
the ability to stay connected
 OS: Android* 4.2, upgradable to 4.4.2
 Intel® Atom™ Z2560 processor

Acer Iconia One 7 Tablet*
 Provides smooth gaming and entertainment experience in sleek form factor that comes in a
wide-array of delightful colors
 OS: Android* 4.2, upgradable to 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z2560 processor
ASUS MeMO Pad 7 (ME170C)*
 Affordable Android tablet with outstanding performance for fast web browsing, immersive
gaming, and smooth video playback with bonus features including ASUS SonicMaster
Technology and integrated Zen UI
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z2520 processor
KD Interactive Kurio Tab*
 Supported by parental controls to monitor, filter, and manage content, this 7-inch tablet is
designed to enhance the tablet experience for children
 OS: Android* 4.4
 Intel® Atom™ Z2520 processor
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